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2 SELECT AN ANTIBODY TO ADD PUBLICATION 22360401 AS A REFERENCE TO

Antibody Code: IM3709

You can reference an antibody already in our database, or suggest a new entry.

We have found the following matches in our database
If the antibody you wish to reference is listed below please select it to continue. If it is not listed you can either search again or add a new antibody.

Beckman Coulter - IM3709
Anti - CD337 (N6p03) / Host: Mouse / More Details

Can’t find the right antibody?
Don’t worry! You can suggest new antibodies for us to add to our system.

Add New Antibody

Select

ADD REFERENCE DETAILS FOR PUBLICATION 22360401 AND ANTIBODY IM3709

Please provide details of the applications IM3709 is used for in 22360401 and the species it reacted with.

Applications
For which applications is the antibody used?

Affinity chromatography
Flow cytometry

Reactants
With which species did the antibody react?

Huma
Human
Human Cytomegalovirus
Human papillomavirus (HPV)
Human Polyomavirus
Human T-Lymphotropic virus
Human T-Lymphotropic virus 1
Human T-Lymphotropic virus 2
Non-human primate
Non-human primates

You can add multiple antibodies if more than one are referenced in the publication: Antibody, or, if you are finished Finish & Review.

Add Another Antibody
Finish & Review